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Editorial Contents
As I am putting together this
September issue of our
Magazine I am also preparing
for a trip to the Philippines
where I will visit the Oro Bible
College and have the privilege
of teaching a course in Church
Growth there.

Editorial
David Burge

I am in sympathy with most of
what is taught by the so-called
“Church Growth Movement”.
Every pastor wants to see
people won to the Lord Jesus
Christ - and therefore see his
congregation grow!
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10
Armand Newrick

However, more than one
advocate of the Church Growth
Movement points to Acts 1:6-8
to convince us that the details
of Jesus return are none of our
business. We should focus on
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T Torture or
w Termination?
(Part 1)
i
A Study of
s Revelation 14:9-11
By Al Maxey
t The above passage has
long been employed as
e “proof
positive” that
lost will
d the
experience
S
c
r
i
p
t
u
r
e

Revelation 14:9-11 as proof of a
literal, eternal torment reveal a
lack of sensitivity to the highly
metaphorical language of the
passage” (Dr. Samuele
Bacchiocchi, Immortality or
Resurrection? — A Biblical Study
on Human Nature and Destiny, p.
211).

If one fails to perceive the
unique nature of the literature of
Revelation, one
will completely fail
to perceive and
correctly interpret
the meaning of
perpetual
the above
torture at the
passage. Brother
hands of a
Curtis Dickinson
just and
wrote, “The
merciful God
apostle John used
following the
language and
final
symbols familiar
judgment on
to the people to
that last day.
whom he wrote,
Without
yet veiled to the
question
world which was
there are a
persecuting them.
few words
The Christians
and phrases
were familiar with
in this passage that, on the
Old Testament Scripture, so much
surface, tend to suggest
of the Revelation utilized events
such a scenario. A deeper,
more responsible exegesis, recorded there” (What The Bible
Teaches About Immortality and
however, will demonstrate
such teaching to be without Future Punishment, p. 32).
Understanding that this is highly
foundation. “These
dogmatic interpretations of figurative apocalyptic literature,
largely based on OT imagery, is
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critical to sound exegesis.
Therefore, we must carefully
examine the four primary
statements made with regard to
the final punishment of the lost:

I will send among them”
(Jeremiah 25:15-16). “Drink, be
drunk, vomit, fall, and rise no
more because of the sword
which I will send among you”
(vs. 27).

Drinking unmixed the wine of
God’s wrath.
Torment with fire & brimstone in
the presence of the angels & the
Lamb.
The smoke of their
torment rising
forever.
Lack of rest day and
night.
ONE — “...he will
drink of the wine of
the wrath of God,
which is mixed in full
strength in the cup
of His anger” (vs.
10). The symbol of a
cup of wine,
representing the
fierce anger of God,
is common to OT
literature. When a
nation or people drink of this cup
the result is utter destruction at
the hand of God. The Lord told
the prophet Jeremiah, “Take this
cup of the wine of wrath from My
hand, and cause all the nations, to
whom I send you, to drink it. And
they shall drink and stagger and
go mad because of the sword that
5

This is a destruction which
would be absolute!! “They will
drink and swallow, and become
as if they had
never existed”
(Obadiah 16). Just
two verses later
the prophecy
changes to the
figure of fire as
the agent of
punishment. The
house of Esau is
likened unto
“stubble.” It will be
“set on fire and
consumed,” and
“there will be no
survivor of the
house of Esau”
(vs. 18).
“In the hand of
the Lord is a cup full of foaming
wine mixed with spices; He
pours it out, and all the wicked
of the earth drink it down to its
very dregs” (Psalm 75:8). To
drink this down to the dregs
symbolizes a complete, total
punishment, not just a partial
one. It is a full and furious
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outpouring of wrath. Let not the
wicked think they shall escape
this fate, for “the cup in the
Lord’s right hand will come
around to you” (Habakkuk
2:16). Job prays that the wicked
may “drink of the wrath of the
Almighty” (Job 21:20).
These are passages which

speak of destruction and
extinction as a result of
experiencing the wrath of the
Almighty. It is not torture but
termination that is consistently
in view. It speaks of no
survivors, of chaff being burned
up in fire, and of the wicked
becoming “as if they had never
existed.” The wrath of God will
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be unmixed (undiluted), full and
furious, and FINAL. How could
one possibly survive such an
encounter? “But who can endure
the day of His coming? Who can
stand when He appears?” (Malachi
3:2). The answer is: NO ONE!!
There is nothing whatsoever in
the figure of the cup of the wine

of God’s wrath that suggests
perpetual torture of the wicked.
Indeed, the OT references
strongly suggest just the opposite:
a fearful destruction which is total
and complete; one from which
there will never, ever be any
restoration or recovery or survivor.
It will be as if they had never
existed.
6

TWO — “...and he will be
tormented with fire and
brimstone in the presence of the
holy angels and in the presence
of the Lamb” (vs. 10). This
statement immediately brings to
mind the fate of Sodom &
Gomorrah. “Then the Lord
rained on Sodom and Gomorrah
brimstone and fire from the
Lord out of heaven” (Genesis
19:24). The overthrow of
Assyria is also depicted in
similar language: “The breath of
the Lord, like a torrent of
brimstone, sets it afire” (Isaiah
30:33). If you read the entire
context (vs. 27-33) you will see
God’s tongue characterized as
“a consuming fire” .... God is
“burning in His anger, and
dense is His smoke” .... His
judgment against Assyria will
“be seen in fierce anger, and in
the flame of a consuming fire.”
God also warned Edom that “a
day of vengeance” was coming
in which “its streams shall be
turned into pitch, and its loose
earth into brimstone, and its
land shall become burning pitch.
It shall not be quenched night
or day; its smoke shall go up
forever” (Isaiah 34:8-10). This
would also be the fate of Gog,
as prophesied by the prophet
Ezekiel. “And with pestilence
and with blood I shall enter into
7

judgment with him; and I
shall rain on him, and on his
troops, and on the many
peoples who are with him, a
torrential rain, with hailstones,
fire, and brimstone” (Ezekiel
38:22).
It is very obvious that the
passage in Revelation under
consideration (14:9-11) has
its roots firmly grounded in OT
history and literature. Each of
the four aspects of the
punishment specified are
taken directly from the pages
of the OT Scriptures. They are
symbols. Nothing more. They
symbolize a fearful judgment
in which God will pour out
upon His enemies His full and
final wrath, a wrath so
consuming that all will vanish
away before it. They will be
completely consumed like
stubble in an unstoppable fire,
like chaff in a molten river.
Nothing will be left but ashes
(Malachi 4:1-3).
Is there “torment” involved in
death by fire? Absolutely!!
Men recoil in horror at the
thought of perishing in a fire.
Few prospects instill as much
terror in the hearts of men.
Thus, God employed this
figure repeatedly to show the
seriousness and wretchedness
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of the fate awaiting those who
oppose Him. The wicked will
indeed experience “torment”
(indescribable torment, at that)
when they are consumed in the
fury of His wrath.

associated with death &
destruction, but it is the latter
that is the true punishment, not
the former. “The wages of sin is
death” (Romans 6:23). Paul did
not say the wages of sin is
everlasting LIFE in perpetual
torture.

· “For if we go on sinning
willfully after receiving the
knowledge of the truth, there no In Revelation 18 we see depicted
longer remains a sacrifice for
the fall of Babylon (which again is
sins, but a certain terrifying
pure symbolism, and is not
speaking literally of
expectation of
the ancient city of
judgment, and the
Babylon). The
fury of a fire which
merchants and kings
will consume the
and others who
adversaries”
consorted with her
(Hebrews 10:26see “the smoke of
27).
her burning” and
The figure of “fire
they stand at a
and brimstone” is
distance because of
used repeatedly in
the fearfulness “of
the OT Scriptures
her torment” (vs. 10,
to represent utter
15), and yet we
destruction. It is
know that “in one
never used to
hour she has been
convey perpetual
laid waste” (vs. 19) and “will not
torture. Yes, those being
destroyed utterly will experience be found any longer” (vs. 21).
Yes, there is the presence of
torment as they are being
consumed by the wrath of God. torment in the destruction of the
Suffering is a natural part of the wicked, and it will be a fearful
process of destruction. However, thing to behold. But when the
there is nothing in these figures chaff is burned up it will be
that suggests God preserves the “found no more.” The figures are
not figures representing perpetual
wicked for the purpose of
torture. On the contrary. The
endlessly heaping upon them
biblical figures consistently
unimaginable tortures and
represent utter destruction. A
torments. Yes, there is pain
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destruction witnessed by the
angels and the Lamb. “Angels
who through the ages had
watched the unfolding and
revealing of God’s eternal
purpose and the conflict
between good and evil, now see
the consummation of that
purpose and final consequence
of evil” (Homer Hailey,
Revelation: An Introduction and
Commentary, p. 310). And what
is the reaction of these angelic
beings when God’s wrath is
poured out upon the
unredeemed? — “They deserve
it!” (Rev. 16:6).

From Death To
Life
This newsletter was
produced, printed and
published by:
Resurrection
Publishing
PO Box 75-612
Manurewa
Manukau 2243
New Zealand
Subscriptions may be
sent to the above address
in the amount of NZ $15
for four issues or the
magazine may be
accessed for free via the
internet at http://
www.afterlife.co.nz/
AFTERLIFEmagazine.html.

Part 2 next issue.
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Paradise Lost; Paradise
Regained (Part 1 of 3)
By Armand Newrick

Rev. 2:7, “To him who
overcomes, I will give the right to
eat from the tree of life, which is
in the paradise of God.”

Introduction
The word “Paradise” within
Christian tradition has attracted a
number of conflicting definitions,
definitions, which on inspection,
appear to have arisen from
historical influences other than
the Bible. For
instance, in the
English-speaking
world it is not
uncommon for
Christians to use the
term Paradise as the
equivalent of the
Garden of Eden. Such
an idea is not found
in our Hebrew Old
Testament. When the
Greeks translated the
Hebrew Old
Testament into what is termed
the Septuagint, they incorporated
the Greek word paradise into
Gen. 2:8. This idea has been
perpetuated so that it is not
uncommon for Christians to view
the final consummation as a
return to the Garden of Eden.
Another text used to support this
idea from within the Bible is that
of the “Tree of Life” which
appears in the paradise of God in
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Such historic influence made its
way through the Protestant
Reformation to influence the
renowned English writer John
Milton, who in 1667
wrote a book entitled
“Paradise Lost”.
Although his epic ten
book series only sold
for a meagre ten
pound, it has
generally been
considered one of
the greatest works in
the English
language, thus
keeping alive this
error in regards to
paradise as the lost Garden of
Eden. In Milton’s work he
innovatively attempts to reconcile
Christian and Pagan tradition:
“[L]ike Shakespeare, Milton found
Christian theology lacking,
requiring something more. He
tries to incorporate Paganism,
classical Greek references, and
Christianity within the story.” In
1671 Milton followed up with the
less popular work, “Paradise
Regained”1
10

Other Concepts of
Paradise
So what other concepts of
paradise are there within the
Christian tradition that may have
been influenced by sources other
than the Bible? Well there are
many. Let’s take a look at some of
them. One view is that paradise is
a subterranean world beneath the
crust of the earth,
known in Greek as
Hades, a place that
retains the “departed
souls” of the
righteous until the
resurrection. Such a
concept of paradise
(as wrongly
understood in Jesus
response to the thief
on the cross, Luke
23:43) is read into
the parable of the
rich man and Lazarus
in Luke 16, yet such
an idea had its origin in Pagan
Greek thought well before the
New Testament was written.

resurrection from the dead,
intending to confront their
prideful self-assurance of a
blessed afterlife.2 The Jews
modified the original Greek
concept to include terms such
as “Abraham’s Bosom” to
support their idea that exclusive
access to God’s blessing was the
prerogative of descendants of
Abraham. It is
significant to note
that the term
paradise
(paradeisos) is not
even used in the
parable! Therefore,
this synthesis of a
misunderstood
quote from Jesus in
Luke 23:43 with the
parable in Luke 16 is
in fact a platform for
a foreign unbiblical
concept!

Another concept of
paradise is that it is
a place above the earth that is
not exactly in the presence of
God in heaven, but at a lesser
The well-known Jewish historian
level within the heavens. Such a
Flavius Josephus, who was alive at
view might be drawn out of
the time of Christ, incorporated
Paul’s vision in 2 Cor. 12, where
such a story into his written
he speaks of being caught up to
history attributing it to the
paradise in the third heaven.
tradition of the Pharisees. Jesus
Another view is that paradise is
borrowed and modified a similar
heaven itself.
story to include Lazarus and the
11
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Are you confused? Can’t blame
you if you are, but let’s take it
one more step and consider
how some attempt to blend all
of these views together in an
effort to justify being able to
hold to all of them at the same
time! How would they do that
you may very well ask? Well
they would explain it a little like
this - “Paradise used to be the
Garden of
Eden but
was
transferred
geographically
to Hades in
the
underworld,
when Adam
and Eve lost
their right to
stay there
as a result
of Sin. Christ
visited Paradise, in Hades, in
between his death and
resurrection, at which point he
transferred paradise from
beneath the earth to above it,
somewhere in the heavenly
realms.”

the way to do so is to put
tradition to one side, and weigh
up all the biblical references to
paradise, starting at Genesis, to
arrive at a biblically informed
definition.

What does the Old
Testament teach us
about Paradise?
As mentioned above, the
Hebrew Old
Testament
does not refer
to the Garden
of Eden as
paradise. Are
there
implications
attached to
such a wrong
view? I
believe there
are, and I
believe we
should consider what those
implications are before we
discard the concept! If paradise
in God’s redemptive plan is a
return to the Garden of Eden
then history is a round circle
back to where creation began,
giving little explanation as to
why the Devil’s mischief has
gone unchecked for so long.
Rather, if paradise is a term
used only in reference to the

Things can get so confusing.
How do we rise above the
conflicting concepts of paradise
to arrive at a view consistent
with the scriptures? I believe
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renewal of all things and not the
Garden of Eden, which I believe it
is, then it appears that history is a
progression to something greater
than the original. Somehow the
Devil’s mischief will contribute to
the glory of God and his ultimate
victory.
In the final consummation not
only will the redeemed be
immortalized (that which Adam
and Eve did not originally posses)
but God’s presence and dominion
will be among us (something that
humanity were originally entrusted
with in bearing God’s image), and
God will be all in all. The very
wrongs of Eden will be revisited in
a sense, but they will serve to
enhance a renewal of the cosmos
where God is truly the King of his
Kingdom and what was originally
said to be “very good” will become
perfect! Could the concept of the
Garden of Eden as paradise serve
to shrink our eschatological hope?
So let’s move on from the Garden
of Eden. Significantly there are
only three references to paradise
(Pardes) in the Old Testament.
1.
Neh. 2:8 “And may I have a
letter to Asaph, keeper of the
king’s forest” (Pardes).
In this reference Pardes is
translated as forest.

2.
Ecc. 2:5 “I made gardens and
parks (Pardes) and planted all
kinds of fruit trees in them.”
Solomon is writing of his
personal achievements in
pursuit of finding purpose in life.
3.
Song of Songs 4:13 “Your
plants are an orchard (Pardes)
of pomegranates with choice
fruits…”
I’ll leave it up to your
imagination as to what Solomon
is referring to in this reference.
Nowhere in these three Old
Testament references does
paradise have anything to do
with the afterlife, isn’t that
significant!
We see Pardes translated into
forest, parks and orchards
within the lifetimes of those who
used the term. Therefore, when
Jesus uses the term paradise for
the first time in the New
Testament, he is in no way
supporting any eschatological
concept, whatsoever, that has
been formed in the Old
Testament!3
Paradise, as a traditional
concept, for disembodied souls
after death has no support from
the Old Testament!
Part 2 next issue!
13
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Footnotes

Hope Not Opinion

2

The account can be read in
“The Works of Flavius Josephus”
under the title “An extract out of
Josephus ’s Discourse to the
Greeks concerning Hades”.

Jurgen Moltmann
affirms that “the
immortality of the soul
is an opinion – the
resurrection of the
body is a hope. The first
is a trust in something
immortal in the human
being, the second is a
trust in the God who
calls into being the
things that are not, and
makes the dead live.”
(Jurgen Moltmann, The
Coming of God,
London: SCM, 1996, p.
65).

3

The Greek Septuagint did use
the word paradise more widely
for the land of Canaan, the
tents of Israel and the Garden
of Eden, but still with no
reference to afterlife.

The Author
Armand
is a
member
of
Manukau
Central
Baptist
church
and a
recent
graduate
from
Carey Baptist College with a
degree in applied theology. He
has had a keen interest in
theology since his teenage
conversion (See Issue 30) and
came to the conditionalist
position about eight years into
his walk with the Lord. He is
married to Suzanne and they
have two children Daniel and
Emma.
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Resurrection Revealed
Part
III
RESURRECTION IN THE
HISTORICAL BOOKS
The word “resurrection” does
not appear in the Old
Testament, only in the New
Testament, but
the idea of a
resurrection is
there in the Old
Testament.
Norman H.
Camp says,
“Whenever the
word
“resurrection” is
used in the Bible
... it refers to the
body alone, and
means that
man’s body of
flesh and bones
will be raised
from the grave,
and in the body he will meet
God.” [p. 16]
General Resurrection
In 2 Sam. 12 David prays and
fasts for the son born to
Bathsheba as a result of his
adultery with her. God declined
to answer his prayer that the
son should live. When his
servants spoke to him about it,

he answered, “...I shall go to
him, but he shall not return to
me.” (v.23). He could have
meant simply that he would die,
and join his son in the grave. On
the other hand,
did David here
look forward to
the resurrection?
We know that
David believed in
a resurrection,
for he says in Ps.
17:15 “As for
me, I will behold
thy face in
righteousness: I
shall be
satisfied, when I
awake, with thy
likeness.” We will
speak more of
this under
“Resurrection in the Poetical
Books”. It is my belief that David
was comforted by his faith in a
resurrection, that he would see
his son again.
In the historical books death is
consistently spoken of as sleep.
Sleep is not something without
end. There is always an
awakening from sleep. This
15
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accords with what we saw in
Deuteronomy (See Issue 34).
Through the prophet Nathan, God
gives a prophecy to David of what
will happen “when thy days be
fulfilled, and thou shalt sleep with
thy fathers” (2 Samuel 7:12). His
days have been fulfilled, David has
died, so it is not a mere falling
asleep, or a deep trance, but refers
to his death as sleep.
Bathsheba was afraid for her life
and Solomon’s if David died, and
spoke of it as, “when my lord the
king shall sleep with his fathers...”
(1 Kings 1:21). Later in the book
we read, “David slept with his
fathers” (1 Kings 2:10; 11:21).
Solomon also “slept with his
fathers” (1 Kings 4:43). So did
Rehoboam (14:31), Abijam (15:8),
Asa (15:24), Baasha (16:6), Omri
(16:28), Ahab (22:40, Jehoshaphat
(22:50). It is noticeable that the
same phrase is used regardless of
whether the person concerned was
good or bad, godly or ungodly. The
reason for this comes later in
Scripture, where we find that the
just are raised to eternal life, and
the unjust to condemnation. (Dan.
12:2; Acts 24:15; 2 Peter 2:9). The
same pattern continues in 2 Kings,
and in 2 Chronicles. Job uses the
same term, “For now shall I sleep in
the dust; and thou shalt seek me in
the morning, but I shall not be.” He
is obviously referring to death as a
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sleep, as he will not be found
(alive) in the morning (Job
7:21). (For further discussion on
Job’s belief in the awakening
from sleep, and the
resurrection, see the section on
the Poetical books to come).
These verses all accord with
what Paul says in 1 Corinthians
15:20 regarding the resurrection
of Christ, “But now is Christ
risen from the dead, and
become the firstfruits of them
that slept.” Christ is risen, the
rest continue in the sleep of
death, but they, too, will rise
one day.
This usage of “sleep” for
death accounts for the
associated usage of “awaken”
for “resurrection” (John 11:11,
43, 44; Isaiah 26:19; Daniel
12:2).
There were some actual
resurrections recorded in the
historical books:
Elijah had been greatly helped
by a widow in Zarapheth, who
had fed him during a famine,
when God had miraculously
supplied the flour and the oil to
do so. She had one son, who
some time after this became
sick and died. Elijah prayed for
the son, and stretched himself
on the boy three times. Life
returned to the boy, and Elijah
restored him to his mother. (1

Kings 17:19-23). This is all the
more remarkable, because
Zarapheth was a port between
Tyre and Sidon in the land of
Phoenicia, and therefore a
heathen land. Zarapheth is
called Sarepta in Luke 4:26,
where Christ points out to
hearers in the synagogue of
Nazareth that Elisha was not
sent to any widow in Israel, but
to one outside of Israel. This
fact, along
with other
similar facts,
which Christ
mentioned,
caused great
resentment in
His listeners,
so much so
that they
became angry
enough to try
and kill Him
(Luke 4:2529)!
It is noticeable that many of the
things that took place in Elijah’s
ministry were duplicated in the
later ministry of Elisha, who had
been Elijah’s disciple. A
Shunammite woman had been
very helpful to Elisha, feeding
him whenever he passed by,
and finally preparing a furnished
room for him to use whenever
he desired. As a reward to the

childless woman God gave her a
son. However, a few years later,
the child suffered from
sunstroke and died. His
mother went to Elisha, and
called him to her home. There
he followed Elijah’s procedure of
stretching himself upon the
child. The Scripture adds the
details that he “put his mouth
upon his mouth, and his eyes
upon his eyes, and his hands
upon his
hands” until
the flesh of
the child grew
warm. He did
this twice. The
second time
the child
sneezed seven
times, and
opened his
eyes. They
called the
mother, and
gave her living son back to her
(2 Kings 4:32-36).
When the prophets raised these
children to life, they did not do it
in the same manner as Christ
raised people in the gospel
histories. Christ simply gave the
order, “Young man, I say unto
thee, arise” (Luke 7:14); “Maid,
arise” (Luke 8:54); “Lazarus,
come forth” (John 11:43). He had
complete authority over life and
17
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death. Elijah and Elisha had to
petition the God of life to raise the
dead. They had no authority in
themselves.
In Heb. 11:35 the writer is no
doubt referring to these
resurrections when in his listing of
the remarkable deeds of faith in
historical times, he says, “Women
received their dead raised to life
again...”
An even more remarkable
occurrence is recorded in 2 Kings
13:21. A burial party saw a
raiding band before they could
conduct the burial. They hastily
put the body in Elisha’s grave, but
when it touched the bones of
Elisha, the man revived and stood
up! It would not have been
difficult to put the body in the
grave; it would have been a
matter of removing the stone
from the mouth of the sepulchre.
The body would not have been in
a coffin, but in accordance with
the practice of the time, would
have been swathed in cloth.
Regarding this strange incident,
The New Bible Commentary says,
“The purpose of the miracle was
to show that even at the eleventh
hour the power of the God of
16
Elisha was available.” We see
that power as being exhibited in
such a way as to show it to be a
power effective in the resurrection
of the dead. Matthew Henry
comments, “This great miracle
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was a plain indication of another
17
life after this.” The power of
the resurrection shown in this
miracle reminds us of 1 Cor.
6:14, “And God hath both raised
up the Lord, and will also raise
us up by his own power.”
These three incidents of
resurrection, however, were not
eternal resurrection, but do
indicate the power of God to
revive the dead.

The Author
Beryl Joy Ching, spent over 40
years on the mission field in
India. Returning to New Zealand
to “retire”, Beryl was for a long
time secretary of this
Association. RESURRECTION AS
REVEALED IN THE OLD
TESTAMENT AND CONFIRMED
IN THE NEW TESTAMENT is the
full title of her Thesis presented
to the Faculty of the Freelandia
Institute
Biblical
Theological
College
in partial
fulfilment
of the
requirements
for the
Degree
Master of
Biblical
Studies.
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ATHANASIUS, ATONEMENT AND
ANNIHILATIONISM (PART 2)
Glenn Peoples
Why Did God Become
Man?

us and appear among men”
(1:1-2).

Athanasius before speaking
directly about the Incarnation,
seeks to justify his lengthy
discussion of humanity and the
fall: “You are
wondering,
perhaps, for
what possible
reason, having
proposed to
speak of the
Incarnation of
the Word, we
are at present
treating of the
origin of
mankind. But
this, too,
properly belongs
to the aim of
our treatise. For
in speaking of the appearance of
the Saviour amongst us, we
must needs speak also of the
origin of men, that you may
know that the reason of His
coming down was because of
us, and that our transgression
called forth the loving-kindness
of the Word, that the Lord
should both make haste to help
19

The fall, says Athanasius,
dishonours God. God’s
character is impugned if he
allows His workmanship to
remain unredeemed. But in
explaining
why,
Athanasius
gets himself
into hot water
with
contemporary
evangelicalism,
and with
himself.
The human
race then was
wasting, God’s
image was
being effaced,
and His work
ruined. Either,
God must forego His spoken
word by which man had
incurred ruin; or that which
had shared in the being of the
Word must sink back again
into destruction, in which case
God’s design would be
defeated. What then? Was
God’s goodness to suffer this?
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But if so, why had man been
made? It would have been
weakness, not goodness on
God’s part. (Heading of
Chapter 6)
If God had done nothing to
redeem fallen man, then
creation itself would have
been a waste of time.
Humanity would have
vanished
again as
though God
had not
created them.
That they
were sinking,
as Athanasius
put it, “back
again into
destruction,”
shows that by
“destruction”
Athanasius
meant exactly
what today’s
annihilationists
mean when they talk about
death and destruction as the
consequence of sin. Death is
portrayed by Athanasius here
not as a transition to a less
than desirable state, much
less to an eternity of
conscious separation from
God, but rather an undoing of
God’s creative work, and a
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return to the prior state of
affairs. This is made
uncomfortably clear for those
with traditional views of human
nature and death when
Athanasius goes on to elaborate
in chapter 6:
Man was perishing; the rational
man made in God’s image was
disappearing, and the
handiwork of
God was in
process of
dissolution. For
death, as I said
above, gained
from that time
forth a legal
hold over us,
and it was
impossible to
evade the law,
since it had
been laid down
by God because
of the
transgression,
and the result was in truth at
once monstrous and unseemly.
For it were monstrous, firstly,
that God, having spoken, should
prove false—that, when once He
had ordained that man, if he
transgressed the
commandment, should die the
death, after the transgression
man should not die, but God’s
20

word should be broken. For God
would not be true, if, when He
had said we should die, man
died not. Again, it were
unseemly that creatures once
made rational, and having
partaken of the Word, should go
to ruin, and turn again toward
nonexistence by the way of

to the last degree that God’s
handicraft among men should
be done away, either because
of their own carelessness, or
because of the deceitfulness of
evil spirits.

corruption. For it were not
worthy of God’s goodness that
the things He had made should
waste away, because of the
deceit practised on men by the
devil. Especially it was unseemly

would have perished. His
creation at the hand of God
would have been undone,
God’s handiwork would be
dissolved, and we would turn

21

What would have happened if
God had not intervened? Man
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again into nonexistence. It is
as though Athanasius is trying
to make it as obvious as
possible what he thinks about
human nature and death.
How utterly queer his
comments elsewhere on the

immortality of the soul appear
in light of this unambiguous
explanation!
The Incarnation was God’s
way of undoing this travesty.
And thus taking from our
bodies one of like nature,
because all were under
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penalty of the corruption of
death He gave it over to death
in the stead of all, and offered it
to the Father — doing this,
moreover, of His lovingkindness, to the end that, firstly,
all being held to have died in
Him, the law
involving the ruin of
men might be
undone (inasmuch as
its power was fully
spent in the Lord’s
body, and had no
longer holdingground against men,
his peers), and that,
secondly, whereas
men had turned
toward corruption, He
might turn them
again toward
incorruption, and
quicken them from
death by the
appropriation of His
body and by the
grace of the
Resurrection,
banishing death from
them like straw from the fire.
(8:4)
The Word, taught Athanasius,
“became incarnate for our
sakes, that He might offer
Himself to the Father in our
stead, and redeem us through
22

His oblation and sacrifice”
(Festal letter 10, par. 10). It is
sometimes alleged that a penal
substitution view of the
atonement did not emerge until
the time of the Reformation. I
beg to differ. Perhaps the
Reformation saw an explosion
of interest in that idea because
of its connection to the doctrine
of justification by faith, but the
thought is clearly here in
Athanasius.
Jesus took
on the
consequences
of sin in
my place.

and second person of the
Trinity, became man and
suffered the consequences of
sin? Was He too undone? Did
the Trinity cease to exist when
Jesus died, only to have the
band reunite when Jesus rose?
There is a myriad of issues
here. My brief summary is that
Jesus did not cease to exist,
because He did not see
corruption. This was of great
importance
to the
evangelists
on the day of
Pentecost.
He did not
see decay,
but remained
in the tomb
until God
raised him.

Here we
come to a
fork in the
road, as it
opens up
other
subjects
that can be pursued.
Athanasius was a champion of
Christian orthodoxy, and of the
doctrine of the Trinity in
particular – a doctrine I
wholeheartedly embrace. But
what does it mean for
Athanasius, as a devout
Trinitarian, to say that sin
causes the undoing of
humanity in death, and that
Jesus, the divine Son of God

But even
this is too
much for Athanasius. He makes
a way out of actually having to
say that the Word disappeared
or even died, by on the one
hand talking about Christ
submitting himself to death
instead of all, which, for
humans, meant an undoing of
creation and a disappearance
back into the nonexistence
prior to creation, but on the
other hand talking about Christ
23
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only taking to himself a human
body (which was not coessential
with the divine logos itself) and
submitting that to death on
behalf of all. He says this at
times in the work on the
Incarnation, and even more
explicitly elsewhere, where he

But that aside, what does this
ad hoc manoeuvre do to
Athanasius’ exposition of the
incarnation and atonement? He
had, in crystal clarity, spelt out
that humanity had turned from
the source of its very being, and

An Empty Tomb is there to prove my Saviour lives!
says that the body was not
really part of Christ, but rather,
Christ was taking and using a
body. Athanasius, Letter 59, to
Epectetus, par. 4, 8. In my view,
this made Athanasius much too
close to the Gnostics – who
denied that Christ became flesh
at all, since flesh is corrupt, and
spirit is good.
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so was returning to nothing
again, and that Jesus stood in
our place, taking the
consequences of our sin in our
stead. He became one of us to
suffer and die as one of us. In
the treatise on the incarnation,
this is spelt out, from start to
finish. It is biblical and
24

consistent. But what now, when
we add in this foreign piece of
theology about Jesus merely
taking a human body, allowing it
to be nailed to the cross, while
Jesus himself suffers none of
the things described in the work
on the incarnation? Jesus does
not suffer the destruction that
was coming to sinners in our
place, but he watches on as a
body does the work for him.
The consequence is an
unmitigated disaster for the
atonement – the very purpose
of the incarnation itself.

before creation, there just is no
dualist reading of the work on
the Incarnation. This is why it is
vain to appeal to Ecclesiastes
12:7 as a proof text of dualism.
“The body shall return to the
dust as it was, and the spirit
shall return to God who gave it.”
As in Athanasius, the word is
“return.” A reversal, an undoing,
not a new mode of life
altogether.

Closing Thoughts

Let’s say for a moment that
what Athanasius says about the
incarnation and atonement in
On the face of it, a strong
his book on the Incarnation is
dualist might want to defend
correct. I’ll say that because I
this view. After all, he might say,
think it’s basically true. If it is,
the consequences of sin is not
then there is only one
the death of the soul – these
conclusion we can draw about
never die, after all – but only of
the consequences of not having
the body. Therefore Jesus only
one’s sin atoned for by the
had to take a body and have it
Incarnate Christ. Nobody has
killed, and he has done the job.
stood in our place. Nobody has
But the traditionalist who says
reunited us to God, the source
this has not carefully read
of life in whom we live and
Athanasius’ work on the
move and have our being, and
incarnation. The consequences
nobody has drank the poison
of the fall are said to be – not a
that was in our cup. All that
new state of bodily death while
Athanasius said about the fall –
the soul lives, but rather a
the reversal and undoing of
return to the destruction of
creation, the dissolution of our
humanity prior to the creation.
being, and the sinking back into
Unless Athanasius wants to say
destruction, all of these will
that the soul of Adam enjoyed
come to us without remedy.
an eternal pre-incarnate life
Athanasius did not believe in the
25
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final annihilation of the wicked.
But he gave himself – and us –
every reason to do so.

had failed to preserve him, and
could not bring him back. The
Word alone could do so. But
how? Only by revealing Himself
as Man.

It would be a shame to leave
anyone with the impression that
Athanasius’ work on the
Incarnation was all negative,
telling us the bad things that sin
does, and that Jesus suffered a
horrible death, and that those
who reject Christ will die that
death
themselves.
That wasn’t
the main
point of the
book – or of
the
Incarnation
itself.
Athanasius’
work on the
Incarnation
is a work
about redemption. When Jesus
came into the world, He did so
to do the work of an artist, or
rather, as the master copy that
the artist used. In Athanasius’
words,

(From the heading of chapter
14)
In becoming man, Christ
taught man to know God. In
dying, He died for us. But in
rising, He became the firstfruits,
perfectly
bearing the
image that
we will one
day bear. It
is
appropriate
then to
finish on a
positive note
from
Athanasius:

For that
death is destroyed, and that the
Cross is become the victory over
it, and that it has no more
power but is verily dead, this is
no small proof, or rather an
evident warrant, that it is
A portrait once effaced must be despised by all Christ’s disciples,
restored from the original. Thus and that they all take the
the Son of the Father came to
aggressive against it and no
seek, save, and regenerate. No
longer fear it; but by the sign of
other way was possible. Blinded the Cross and by faith in Christ
himself, man could not see to
tread it down as dead. For of
heal. The witness of creation
old, before the divine sojourn of
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the Saviour took place, even to
the saints death was terrible,
and all wept for the dead as
though they perished. But now
that the Saviour has raised His
body, death is no longer
terrible; for all who believe in
Christ tread it under as nothing,
and choose rather to die than to
deny their faith in Christ. For
they surely know that when
they die they are not destroyed,
but actually live, and become
incorruptible through the
Resurrection (Chapter 27).
Amen!
The Author:

Glenn Peoples is 31 years old.
He lives in Dunedin, New
Zealand, with his wife Ruth, and
their four children. He was our
keynote speaker at Conference
this year. Read Glenn's story in
Issue 33 (pp. 8-10) of this
magazine.

(Continued from page 3)
fulfilling our mission, not
figuring out prophecy, they say.
The truth is that the Bible is
choc full of teaching about the
“end times” – some of it from
the very lips of Jesus (Mat. 24).
Paul wrote more than once
about the resurrection and
Christ’s return (1Thess. 4:13-18,
Phil. 3:20). His second letter to
the Thessalonians (2Thess. 2:15, especially v. 5) actually
presupposes that Paul, the
master church planter and
church growth expert, talked to
new believers in some detail
about the coming of the one
commonly referred to in our day
as the Antichrist.
Can we do any better than to
follow in the footsteps of Paul?
We can and should paint the
broad picture. This will only
encourage people to go out and
witness to Christ and his
coming. The critics are right to
warn us against engaging in
fanciful speculation, date setting
and quarrelling about
insignificant details. We should
take their warning to heart, but
we should not ever give up
teaching about Christ and his
Coming.
David Burge.
27
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Creation And Anthropology III

In this third article Richard Eric
Gunby continues his discussion of
the first of four interlocking
themes that he says makes up
The Lost Biblical Paradigm. He
seeks, “To establish and convey
the Hebraic-holistic view and
understanding of man as a living
soul.”
“Soul” was once
simply an old
English term
meaning person.
One might say,
“He is a kindly old
soul.” If so, one
would not rightly
be understood to
be saying, “Here
is a body standing
before me that
has a kindly old
soul within it”.
No, no, no.
Rather, one would
understand that
the whole flesh and blood
person that you see before you
is the kindly soul. This too is
how the Bible most often uses
the word “soul”.
Millard J. Erickson, in his
systematic theology, quotes J.
A. T. Robinson: “It is a
remarkable fact that there really
is no Hebrew word for body.” 9
Thus, when a Hebrew looked at
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someone he saw a living soul
standing before him. When a
Hebrew looked at a dead corpse,
he saw a dead soul.
A different Robinson, Biblical
Theologian H. Wheeler Robinson
wrote that, “The Hebrew idea of
personality is that of an animated
body, man is a psychophysical
unity, … not … an
incarnated soul.”10
He emphasized that
the body was the
man the man was
the body.11
From Eerdmans
Dictionary of the
Bible, contributor
Henry L. Carrigan,
Jr. writes: “Far from
referring simply to
one aspect of a
person, ‘soul’ refers
to the whole
person. Thus a
corpse is referred to
as a “dead soul” [in the original
Hebrew], Lev. 21:11, Numbers
6:6 [Hag. 2:13]. 12
Beverly S. Childs, a prominent
theologian in the Biblical Theology
Movement, cogently writes:
“…the Old Testament bears
testimony to the unity of the
human person. The issue of
man’s nature is not that of his
having a spiritual core which is

tragically locked into a mortal
body, but a human being is a
whole self …The nature of sin
infects the whole being. The
Old Testament thus serves as
a continuous protest against
all forms of Gnostic
speculation and romantic
spiritualization by offering a
realistic appraisal of the
human
condition. 13
Robert
Brimsmead tells
us: H. Wheeler
Robinson has
amassed
overwhelming
evidence to
prove there is
little or no trace
of body / soul
dualism in the
Old Testament.
He flatly says the
soul “has no
existence apart from the
body.14 Brimsmead continues:
“W. David Stacey says,
“Incorporeal life for the
[nephesh] was never
visualized. Death afflicted
soul (Num. 23.10) as well as
body.”16
D.R.G. Owen says, “The
Hebrews had no idea of the
immortality of the soul in the
Greek sense. … It was

impossible for them even to
conceive of disembodied human
existence.”17
G. Ernest Wright declares that,
“the Hebrews had no conception
of pure being in spiritual terms
apart from material form.”
When we come to the New
Testament, we should realize
that Hebrew thought forms are
maintained. In most cases,
especially in Paul,
soul (Greek,
psyche) simply
means life. 18
Robert Jewett
points out that
even the most
confirmed dualists
have to admit that
psyche simply
means life in many
Pauline usages of
the word. 19
George Eldon Ladd,
in his magnum
opus, A Theology
of the New Testament,
relates that in the OT neither
soul nor spirit “is conceived of
as a part of man capable of
surviving the death of basar
[flesh].”20 “Recent scholarship
has recognized,” writes Ladd,
“that such terms as body, soul,
and spirit are not different,
separable faculties of man but
different ways of viewing the
whole man.” 20a
29
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Now, we are in a position to
understand that if you were to
say to someone, “You have an
old soul within you”, that, dear
reader would not be in
accordance with how, in the
majority of occurrences, the
Bible uses the term soul.
Rather, that would be a Platonic
Greek usage and understanding
of the term, foreign to the
Hebraic mindset, the Hebrew
understanding of soul.
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From top left: two houses, one
behind the church and the other
to the right side of the church,
sand for plastering the houses,
house being completed, right
side of the church orphanage
house, completed toilet facilities.

Greetings From Kenya
(Simeon is a pastor and leader of the
Advent Christian work in Kenya. He is a
keen reader of our magazine. Here is part
of a recent email. Simeon said:)
“Greetings to you from your brothers and
sisters in the Kisii area of Kenya.
I thought to send you some pictures of
the work going on in our midst for your
prayers. In these pictures you will find
31
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From top Left: Bishop Simeon receiving Bibles, Bibles being taken
to the church, arranging Bibles for sharing. Bishop Simeon sharing
Bibles with the Pastors.
two Orphanage buildings now ready for use. Please pray.
Also you will find photos of our Bible sharing. I hope this gives
you a picture of what is taking place here. I hope it will cause you
to join us in this labour by way of your prayers!
I hope when you read this and be vigorously praying for us here
and in Africa as a whole.
Warmest regards.
Simeon
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